Pontiac g6 service airbag

Every time you start your Pontiac G6, the computer system runs a self diagnostic check on all
major systems. If any of these checks fail, you will see a diagnostic warning light on the dash
for the corresponding system. Depending on the model year and what country you happen to be
in, you may get something along the lines of SRS, a picture of a person with the airbag
deployed, or the word airbag. All of these should be treated as the airbag light. If it comes on for
a few seconds as the vehicle starts, that is completely normal and part of the diagnostic cycle. It
works in tandem with the system to protect you in the event of an accident. If all parts of this
system are not working properly, it can cause the airbag light to come on. It will not work until
repaired. Safety belts are still the most important safety feature in the event your G6 crashes.
Modern vehicles have sensors running to them to let the computer system know if they are
buckled, and if they are locked up. If you have a seat belt that is stuck in the lock position, it
might be the reason why your airbag light is on. See if you can tug at it and get it moving again.
The seat sensors tell the airbag system that the seat is occupied. Some older model vehicles
have a manual button to turn the passenger airbag on or off. Look under the seats to see if you
can find any part of the wiring harness that has come dislodged or damaged. This is a very
common reason why the airbag light comes on. The airbag system control unit may have gone
bad. If this is the case, you can have it replaced or send for a new one. One or more of the crash
sensors may have been triggered, but not enough to deploy the airbag. The airbag sensors can
also fail and throw the airbag light on if there is water damage. This is one of the reasons why it
is not wise to buy a car with flood damage, even if it looks like it is otherwise fine. If your
vehicles airbag has gone off and been replaced, the airbag system needs reset. It is not as safe
to drive with the airbag light on. The airbag system has saved countless lives since its
invention. All of the technology that keeps you from crashing is still there if equipped , such as
the traction control, anti-lock brake system, and blind spot detection. There can be a lot of
different reasons why the airbag light may have come on. Most of them should be left to a
professional. Just because the vehicle can be driven, does not mean that the problem should be
ignored. If there is anything that you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good
luck! Seat Belts Safety belts are still the most important safety feature in the event your G6
crashes. Seat Sensors The seat sensors tell the airbag system that the seat is occupied. Not
Reset After Deployment If your vehicles airbag has gone off and been replaced, the airbag
system needs reset. GM has issued a service campaign bulletin D for the vehicles listed below.
The bulletin address a problem with the electrical connectors for the airbag system that causes
an Airbag Light on or Service Airbag Message to appear. The wear and corrosion changes the
resistance value and that results in an Airbag light on or a service air bag message on the
Driver Information Center DIC. When that happens, the seat side impact air bag is fully
functional. However, if you ignore the warning light, over time the resistance can increase to a
level where the seat side impact air bag may not deploy in a side impact crash. Dealers will
replace the front seat-mounted side impact airbag terminals and connector body. If your dealer
will not cover the repair, contact the GM customer service center. Replace connectors on both
driver and passenger seats. Then reroute and attach the harnesses to the seat using the service
kit. Cut both wires from the body harness connector and seat airbag harness connector as
close to the connector housing as possible to minimize wire length loss. Slide the wire seals
onto all four leads, back enough to enable removal of the insulation. Install the blue seals on the
body harness and the white seals on the seat airbag harness. Align the seals with the wire
insulation. Crimp the terminals onto the bare wire. Repeat the procedure using two MALE
terminals on the seat airbag harness. Solder all four terminals at the wire crimp. Use a butane
fueled soldering iron when working on SIR circuits. Slide the two seat airbag harness terminals
through the opening of the orange connector position assurance. Slide all four terminals 2 into
the appropriate connector body as shown in the illustration. Install the blue terminal position
assurance TPA devices onto the connector ends. Add NyoGel lubricant dielectric lubricant to
the terminals on both sides of the connections. Wrap Woven Polyester Electrical Tape PET
preferred or equivalent anti-abrasion tape or electrical tape around the two exposed wires on
the seat harness for a length of 30 mm 1. Continue to wrap the tape around the back of the
connector. Slide the conduit back up. Wrap tape starting at the back of the connector and over
the conduit for a length of mm 5 in. Tape on the gray clip at mm 4. Note that the clip orientation
should be in line with the retainer clip orientation on the connector. GM recently introduced into
production, changes that add to that protection. At no charge, your dealer will make similar
changes to your vehicle, which was built before the production change. What We Will Do: To
enhance the side impact protection, your GM dealer will update the wiring harness for both front
seat side impact airbags. This service will be performed for you at no charge. What You Should
Do: To limit any possible inconvenience, we recommend that you contact your dealer as soon
as possible to schedule an appointment for this repair. By scheduling an appointment, your

dealer can ensure that the necessary parts will be available on your scheduled appointment
date. If you have any questions or need any assistance, just contact your dealer or the
appropriate Customer. Courtesy Transportation: If your vehicle is within the New Vehicle
Limited Warranty, your dealer may provide you with shuttle service or some other form of
courtesy transportation while your vehicle is at the dealership for this repair. Please refer to
your Owner Manual and your dealer for details on Courtesy Transportation. We sincerely regret
any inconvenience or concern that this situation may cause you. We want you to know that we
will do our best, throughout your ownership experience, to ensure that your GM vehicle
provides you many miles of enjoyable driving. They include wiring diagrams and technical
service bulletins. In most cases, their diagrams are right from the factory manuals. Pricing:
Eautorepair. So you have to refer to the factory legends to learn the identification symbols and
then refer back to circuit diagrams to find the splice and ground locations. However, Alldatadiy.
If you need to dig into your doors, dash or console, Alldatadiy. Relacement airbag terminals.
Find this article useful? Share it! Tags airbag light on. I've been having a problem with my
airbag light coming on intermittently wen I turn left and when I turn right it will got off the dic
says service airbag and I can't get any codes I printed out a few schematics and I've checked
the harnesses under the seats to make sure none were loose or broken so I have come to the
conclusion that it must be a wire somewhere in the column I'm Hoping it's not the clock spring
and was wondering if anyone knew exactly where the connectors are located in the dash so I
don't have to pull the whole thing out wen looking for it or if anyone has had this problem
SPONSORED LINKS. Do you. Any failures will be stored in the air bag computer and if the
warning is currently off the computer will store the failure as a history code. There should be a
code in the system. You'll need to get access to a compatible scan tool to get those code s.
With out any codes it will be extremely difficult to diagnose every single component that can
cause the warning to display. Was this answer. I had it hooked up to a scanner that reads
engine abs and airbag modules today and there were no codes to be found the only thing I saw
was that the evap wont test out and I already knew that bc I constantly have a scanner on the
car while drive due to the fact it works via bluetooth may I also add that every now and then the
car will die in the mornings even though I just replaced the battery alternators putting out A
factory scan tool or a high end scan tool will show past or history codes that have been flagged.
Most aftermarket scan tool will only show current code meaning the warning light has to be on
to catch the code before the vehicle's computer will shut it off again. The codes you gave me
have to do with the communication between computers in the vehicle. U is the body computer
interior lighting etc. If any of these codes are still present then there is an issue but it sounds
like there not any more. These codes were most likely cause by the electrical system. Changing
the battery and alternator has corrected that. As for the air bag light, have you been able to
capture a fault code with your scanner when the light comes on? Wiggle the electrical
connector at the air bag computer its under the center console and has a 60 pin connector.
Does your vehicle stall at idle or when driving? It is a 4 door I have tried the tap and wiggle
procedure under the seats while it was running and got no light havent gotten access to the
module yet and my next step on my next day off is to do the tap and wiggle test on the
connectors under the dash Was this answer. Ok, let me know what you find. So as I just took
apart the dashto tap and wiggle some wires the airbag light is not comming on which it hasnt
since I posted this question im thinking maybe bc the car is warm maybe it has a better
connection so I am running the ac for 30 mins while its 38 outside to see if that helps show
some issuse all the codes are still gone and I havent cleared them and the evap sys still wont
test out after over miles from what I remember I still have yet to get access to the module which
im alil iffy about bc I tone wanna screw up the shifter like I have in the past bc the crome
backing and collar doesnt like to fit back in place Was this answer. Finally got the airbag light to
come on weather I was leaning on the passenger seat or moved a wire while takng out the glove
box but while I was wiggling some wire connected to the bcu I believe, it was under the radio, I
was simultaneously leaning on the seat where I felt a plastic box which I think is the pps the unit
that reads if someone is in the seat. And not keeping pressure on it the airbag light kept going
on and off so I found 2 possible spots where the problem could be coming from I also pulled the
2 airbag fuses 1 at a time to see if it would have any effect on the light and the only 1 that did
was the airbag batt fuse prob meant nothing since the fuse prob just opened the circuit any
ideas and any wiring diagrams u could possibly come up wit if I cant find any? Would be much
apreciated Was this answer. So I have come to the final conclusion that it is the passenger
sensing unit in the seat but am having trouble figuring out how to take the seat apart to get
complete access to it is there any diagram or video that u no of that I can use to guide me thru
this process I am knowledgeable with the function of the rest of the car but have never needed
to dismember a seat and the way that the seat is designed it is difficult for me to remove it with

out proper diagrams Was this answer. Typically there will be a yellow connector at the base of
the column for the driver airbag. There should be a history code set as to why the airbag light is
on. The 'Z' body cars are known to have issues with the connectors at the seats as well, I would
disconnect those connectors, apply dielectric grease to them and reinstall them. They are under
the front part of the seat. If they can't be accessed with the seat in there are 2 bolts I believe 13
or 15mm holding the rear part of the seat to the floor, with them out lift the back of the seat up
and pull rearwards to disengage the front retainers. Hope this helps :- Was this answer. I pulled
the sea out yesterday and found that wires going to the module was pinched and have poor
connection the mat is intacted and the dealer wants for the part so I am going to try to open the
module with a dremel and so on bc the module is filled with silicone is seems like Was this
answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!
We are here to save you hundreds of dollars resetting your airbag control module and
rebuilding your seat belts. Even after a minor accident the airbag may not deploy but the seat
belts will lock and airbag module will need to be reset because of crash data and crash codes
that are stored in the airbag module. MyAirbags will reset your airbag control module back to its
original manufacturer state clear of all codes, both soft and hard codes. Typically, these codes
will indicate that there is crash data stored, airbags deployed, communication failure, a full
memory, or other airbag, seat belt related issues. Regardless of which issue these codes are
indicating, they require to be sent to MyAirbags for reset because of the crash history and hard
codes that are stored in the airbag control module. These codes and crash data will not clear
with a diagnostic scanner. Below you will find common airbag codes that can be stored in your
airbag control module after your vehicle was in an accident. No additional programming of the
VIN is required. This is an alternative to purchasing a new or used airbag module that will need
to be taken to the dealership to have the new or used airbag control module programmed to
your vehicle. Send your airbag control module to MyAirbags and save time, money and not
having to deal with a dealership! During an accident, seat belt retractors and tensioners are
deployed and will lock up by their gas charges, similarly to how airbags are deployed in a
collision. After an accident or collision, the seat belts will be locked or will no longer work
properly. Your seat belts will lock and will not work pull out or retract back in. MyAirbags can
rebuild your seat belt and will save you hundreds of dollars on each seat belt. MyAirbags is
certified and uses all OEM parts to rebuild seat belts. So, how do you know that your seat belts
are malfunctioning or damaged after a collision? A few common symptoms include:. Click here
to start your order! Pontiac SRS Airbag DTC Codes Even after a minor accident the airbag may
not deploy but the seat belts will lock and airbag module will need to be reset because of crash
data and crash codes that are stored in the airbag module. Pontiac Seat Belt Repair During an
accident, seat belt retractors and tensioners are deployed and will lock up by their gas charges,
similarly to how airbags are deployed in a collision. A few common symptoms include: Locked
seat belts Seat belts not retracting Slow seat belts Seat belts that are tight Compressed seat
belt buckles Airbag code: pretensioner resistance too low Airbag code: pretensioner resistance
too high Seat belts making rattling noise Ready to Order? Our services are easy to use and will
save you hundreds! If your part number is not on this list, no worries we still reset it as long as
your vehicle is year and up. Previous Post Next Post. Supplemental Deployment Circuit -No.

